VILLAGE OF PEMBERTON
-COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE MEETING AGENDAAgenda for the Committee of the Whole of Council of the Village of Pemberton to be held Tuesday,
September 16, 2014 at 10:00am in Council Chambers, 1350 Aster Street. This is meeting No. 121.
“This meeting is being recorded on audio tape for minute-taking purposes as authorized by the Village of
Pemberton Audio recording of Meetings Policy dated September 14, 2010.”
Time

Item of Business

Page
No.

1. CALL TO ORDER
2. APPROVAL OF AGENDA
Recommendation: THAT the agenda be approved as presented.
3. DELEGATION
a) Community Forest - BC Timber Sales Presentation
Kerry Grozier, Timber Sales Mgr, BCTS
Tom Yacyshen, Planning Officer, BCTS
Chris Nunn, Operations Forester, BCTS
2

4. Draft Trail Standards
Recommendation: THAT the Committee of the Whole recommend to Council
that the Trail Standards, dated August 2014, be brought forward for adoption.

17

5. Preliminary Signage and Wayfinding Program
Recommendation: THAT Council receive this report for their information and
direct staff to consider this project in the 2015 budget and work program
planning.
6. ADJOURNMENT
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REPORT TO COMMITTEE OF
THE WHOLE
DATE:

September 16, 2014

MEMO TO:

Sheena Fraser, Acting Chief Administrative Officer

FROM:

Caroline Lamont, Manager of Development Services

SUBJECT:

Draft Trail Standards

PURPOSE
The purpose of this report is to introduce to the Committee of the Whole the draft Trail
Standards for consideration.
BACKGROUND
The Trail Standards is a deliverable identified in the Official Community Plan. Recently, staff
retained planner Tracy Napier to prepare these standards which was based on best practices in
other jurisdictions.
DESCRIPTION
In addition to a review of other jurisdictions, the investigations in developing the Trail Standards
also considered the Pemberton Context, as well as various characteristics notably: use, tread
surface, tread width, clear width, maximum grade, lighting and signage/amenities. The
document also provided examples and illustrations for each of the six trail types.
DISCUSSION
The trail standards are intended to assist both the municipality and future development projects
in setting certain minimum requirements for trails, as well ensure that the Village has a range of
trail types for the local users.
BUDGET
The cost to hire a consultant to complete the trail standards was within the Development
Services’ Departments 2014 budget.
COMMUNICATIONS
There is no recommendation for additional communications, although the document should be
sent to the Squamish Lillooet Regional District (Trail Service) for their information.
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STRATEGIC PLAN
This initiative is consistent with strategic priority #2, whereby the Village is committed to
delivering the highest quality municipal services within the scope of our resources.
RECOMMENDATION
THAT the Committee of the Whole recommend to Council that the Trail Standards, dated
August 2014, be brought forward for adoption.

Caroline Lamont
Manager of Development Services

CHIEF ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER REVIEW

Sheena Sailland
Acting Chief Administrative Officer
Appendix A – Trail Standards, August 2014
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Prepared by T. Napier
August 2014
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Introduction
The purpose of this report is to provide recommendations for trail standards for the construction of future trails in Pemberton.
First, there is a discussion of the Pemberton context and current conditions, including an inventory of existing trails. Next there are
summaries of trail standards that are used by the RMOW, the District of Squamish and the SLRD. There is a summary of other
jurisdictions standards, and finally there are recommendations for standards that would be suitable for Pemberton.

Pemberton Context
Currently within the Village of Pemberton there are many trails, and a number of
different trail types. These range from double track gravel surface trails such as those
along the dyke tops, to crushed surface double track such as the Sea to Sky trail, and
all the way to narrow, steep single track with jumps and technical features.
The Pemberton Valley Trails Association (PVTA) map provides an excellent overview
of the local trails, as well as specific information such as level of difficulty and
recommended users. An excerpted portion of the trail list from the PVTA map is
attached to this document as Appendix A.
The diversity of trail types reflects the diversity of trail users that are found in
Pemberton. Users include hikers, bikers, walkers, dog‐walkers, runners, horseback
riders, and tourists. Most of the trails are multi‐use, meaning that several different
user groups may be enjoying the trail at the same time. According to the PVTA trail
map, there are eighty seven trails in the greater Pemberton area, most of which are
at least partially within VoP. Of those 87, 83 are recommended for biking, 48 for
hiking and 29 for horseback riding

Summary of Standards from Adjacent Jurisdictions
Resort Municipality of Whistler (RMOW)
The stated objective of RMOW trail standards is to “establish a trail hierarchy and environmental standards to ensure the type of
trail and its maintenance is appropriate to the setting” and minimize trail placement in environmentally sensitive areas.
The document provides a chart showing the matrix of trails types and landform types (sensitivity ratings) developed by the
municipality. It is used to easily determine which types of trails are appropriate in any given landform. For example, a Type I trail,
which is wide, relatively easy, and will likely see the most users, is not appropriate in an environmentally sensitive area.
This approach required that land be classified according to sensitivity, and that trails also be classified in terms of width, surface
type, grades, presence of mandatory elements, and amount of vegetation clearing on sides and above trail.
In addition to the trail type/land use compatibility, the RMOW standard classifies trail types by degree of difficulty using a system
similar to downhill skiing, where green circle is easiest, blue square is intermediate, and black diamond is expert. There are specific
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measurable characteristics for each trail type. Within the rating system is a sub‐rating system as well that describes Technical Trail
Features (TTFs). TTFs include jumps, drops, bridges, teeter‐totters and other similar elements of mountain biking. The RMOW
standard sets specific, measurable parameters for TTFs that are considered appropriate for each Trail Type. For example, a large
jump is not appropriate on a beginner trail.
The RMOW standard also sets out standards with respect to the placement of trails, the construction of TTFs, signage, fall zones, and
trail maintenance.
District of Squamish (DOS)
The stated intent of the DOS standards is to provide consistent guidelines and standards for trail development and maintenance. The
belief is that effective trail standards will provide a foundation for good trail design, construction and maintenance, and thus provide
a safe and enjoyable experience for users. The cooperation, communication and courtesy of all users is highlighted as the key to its
success, and the underlining philosophy of the document is that all public access trails are a shared resource and a shared use.
The DOS standards set out requirements for inventory and mapping of all existing and new/proposed trails.
The types of Trails in the DOS standard are primarily divided according to the type of access they provide, using categories such as
Corridor, Collector and Neighbourhood. This classification system takes a broader view of trails, and deliberately includes the widest
range of users and types. To address the specific uses such as mountain biking and horseback riding the DOS used a category called
‘Specified Use’, which served as a place holder of sorts. Under specified use, each use was described separately and had it’s own set
of specific standards, regulations, etc.
This standard is a lengthy and very detailed resource that includes policy with respect to several other factors related to the trail
experience user behavior (ie user code of conduct), regulations regarding dogs on trails, how to behave in bear country, rock
climbing etiquette, horse etiquette, motorized use regulations, trials bike regulations, and mountain bike etiquette. It also outlines a
process for obtaining municipal approval for special use of the trails, such as race events.
Squamish Lillooet Regional District (SLRD)
The SLRD Open Spaces Manager oversees the construction and maintenance of the Sea to Sky Trail. To establish standards for
construction and maintenance they use a combination of the Whistler standard and the IMBA (International Mountain Biking
Association) guide for trail building.
Other Example
Portland, Oregon
The design philosophy of the Portland Trail Design Guidelines is that every trail requires four main goals to be considered: safety,
connectivity, response to location, and diversity of users.
The range of trail types described includes everything from fully accessible, multi use trails that are constructed to double as access
routes for emergency vehicles such as fire trucks, to on street bike lanes, and technical single track mountain bike trails.
This is a very detailed set of standards that is an excellent resource for planning trails.
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Recommendation for Pemberton
Given the range of trail types that already exist in Pemberton, and the similar challenges being faced in Pemberton as some of the
other jurisdictions in terms of the variety of users, environmental constraints, safety and connectivity, it is recommended that
Pemberton adopt a guideline for trail building standards, and that the Pemberton standard be a blend of the other standards
discussed above. Developing appropriate standards will allow trail designers and builders to ensure that future trail work meets the
needs of the community in a safe and consistent manner. It will also help planners and decision makers assess new proposed trails
to determine their appropriateness.
The following section includes a ‘Pemberton Matrix’ that outlines the recommended classification system for trails, and provides
general construction information such as tread widths, cleared widths and heights, and grades, and also suggests appropriate levels
of amenities, lighting, and signage. The section also includes simple cross sections of each trail type as well as photos and examples.
General Guidelines
It is intended that the standards described in the following section will provide enough detail for planning purposes and general
construction direction. They are not intended to be specific requirements for the actual construction of trails. Specific engineering or
design requirement should be determined specifically for any proposed trail, and prepared by an appropriate, qualified professional.
When new trails are designed it is recommended that consideration be given to the different user groups that may use the trail, and
that restrictions (such as one travel direction, or restricting use to specific user groups) be considered in certain cases where safety
or trail erosion may be a concern. Examples of trail restrictions that could be considered on certain trails in Pemberton would
include a downhill mountain bike trail where riders may be travelling at high speed and would have difficulty yielding to uphill users.
For specific mountain bike trails it is recommended that trails be designed and constructed to the Whistler and IMBA standards with
respect to specific construction details, Technical Trail Features (TTFs), and other elements as appropriate. Other resources that
should be consulted for greater detail include the District of Squamish Trail Standards document and the Portland Trail Design
Guidelines. The Squamish and Portland documents also include design guidelines for equestrian trails as well as trials motorcycles
and cyclocross. All of these documents are valuable resources for trail design and construction.
Regarding wheelchair accessibility, Type 1 trails could be accessible provided the tread materials, grades and width meet provincial
the appropriate provincial standards for accessibility. Other trail types may limit access due to varied tread materials, inadequate
widths and steeper grades. On street bike lanes could be considered for one‐way wheelchair use, in accordance with Ministry of
Transportation standards and other provincial regulations.
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The Pemberton Matrix
Type 1
Multi‐user,
commuter trail

Type 2
Multi‐user, dyke
top trails, Sea to
Sky trail

Type 3
Multi‐user,
neighbourhood
trails

Type 4
Single‐user, or
multi‐user,
recreational trails

Tread surface

Paved asphalt or
chip‐seal coat

Unsurfaced single
track. May be
machine built.
Tread on native
soil.

Unsurfaced single
track, hand built.

Tread width

Minimum 3m

50 – 70cm

Clear width

Tread plus
minimum 1m
each side

Crushed
limestone with
fines, well
compacted
gravel, or existing
old roadbeds.
Embedded
obstacles
removed from
trail. Machine
built.
2‐3m for double
tracks, 1m for
single track
5m for double
track, 1.6m for
single track

Clear height
Maximum grade

3m
0‐3% preferred,
up to 5% as
necessary for
short sections
pedestrian level
lighting for
evening
commuting and
night use
Trailhead signs,
directional signs
at intersections,
map kiosks,
benches, viewing
areas, bear‐proof
garbage
containers

General Use /
Description

Lighting

Signage
/Amenities

Type 5
Light, low
impact users,
recreational
trails
unsurfaced
hand built.
Low impact
nature trail,
wilderness
trail

Type 6
On‐street
bike lane

30 – 50cm

30 – 50cm

1.5m each
way

1.0 – 1.5m

1.0m

As per road
construction
standards

2.4m
0‐3% preferred,
up to 8% as
necessary for
short sections.
If appropriate

2.4m
0‐15%, preferred
up to 30 as
necessary

2.4m
As per specific
use

Clear tread
only. Avoid
tread
grubbing.
2.4m
As per terrain
and specific
use

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

As above

Trailhead signs,
directional signs
at intersections.
Map kiosks,
benches, bear‐
proof garbage
containers if
appropriate

Trailhead signs,
directional signs
at intersections.
Map Kiosk and
bear‐proof
garbage container
at trailhead if
appropriate

Trailhead signs,
directional signs
at intersections.
Map kiosk and
bear‐proof
garbage
containers at
trailhead if
appropriate

Trailhead
signs. Minimal
directional
signs. Bear‐
proof garbage
containers at
trail head if
appropriate.

Markers on
surface in
lane to
indicate
bike lane

Asphalt

As above
As above
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Area
Mosquito Lake
Mosquito Lake
Mosquito Lake
Mosquito Lake
Mosquito Lake
Mosquito Lake
Mosquito Lake
Mosquito Lake
Mosquito Lake
Mosquito Lake
Mosquito Lake
Mosquito Lake
Mosquito Lake
Mosquito Lake
Mosquito Lake
Mosquito Lake
Mosquito Lake
Mosquito Lake
Mosquito Lake
Mosquito Lake
Mosquito Lake
Mosquito Lake
Mosquito Lake
Mosquito Lake
Mosquito Lake
Mosquito Lake
Mosquito Lake
Mosquito Lake
Mosquito Lake
Mosquito Lake
Mosquito Lake
Mosquito Lake
Mosquito Lake
Mackenzie Basin
Mackenzie Basin
Mackenzie Basin
Mackenzie Basin
Mackenzie Basin
Mackenzie Basin
Mackenzie Basin
Mackenzie Basin
Mackenzie Basin
Mackenzie Basin
Mackenzie Basin
Mackenzie Basin
Mackenzie Basin
Mackenzie Basin
Mackenzie Basin
Mackenzie Basin
Mackenzie Basin

Trail No.
1
2
2a
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
14a / 14b
15
16
17
18
19
20
20a
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42a
42b
43
44
44a
45

Trail Name
Econoline
Cream Puff
Main Vein
Grumpy Grouse
Freak Boy
Rock and Roll
Slingshot
Strawberry Fields
Ramble On
Moby Dick
Smell the Glove
Dark Forest
Mr. Rogers
Radio Tower
Mission Impossible
Moosejah
No Err
Meat Grinder
Walker's End
Sadie's
Lake Loop
Jim‐Jam
Wolf's Trail
JK Traverse
Hand Job
Dead Birch
Battery Park
Log and Rock
Chair Traverse
Sphincter Rock
Scruffy's Bypass
Waterfall
Crosstown Traffic
Bathtub Trail
TeePee Trail
Lower Happy Trail
Waco Connector
Nimby
Blood, Sweat and Fear
Psychopath
Eight Seconds
High Indy
Indy 500
Hawaii
Upper Mackenzie Cruise
Lower Mackenzie Cruise
Bob Gnarly
Overnight Sensation
Hydro Cut
Cop Killer

Trail difficulty
blue
black
black
black
black
blue
black
blue
blue
black
blue
blue
blue
blue
black
black
blue
black
blue
green
blue
blue
blue
blue
blue
green
black
blue
blue
blue
blue
blue
blue
green
green
blue
blue
blue
black
black
double black
black
black
double black
double black
blue
double black
black
blue
black
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Area
Mackenzie Basin
Mackenzie Basin
Mackenzie Basin
Mackenzie Basin
Mackenzie Basin
Mackenzie Basin
Mackenzie Basin
Mackenzie Basin
Mackenzie Basin
Mackenzie Basin
Mackenzie Basin
Mackenzie Basin
Mackenzie Basin
Pemberton Town and Valley
Pemberton Town and Valley
Pemberton Town and Valley
Pemberton Town and Valley
Pemberton Town and Valley
Pemberton Town and Valley
Pemberton Town and Valley
One Mile Lake Area
One Mile Lake Area
One Mile Lake Area
One Mile Lake Area
One Mile Lake Area
One Mile Lake Area
One Mile Lake Area
One Mile Lake Area
One Mile Lake Area
One Mile Lake Area
One Mile Lake Area
One Mile Lake Area
One Mile Lake Area
One Mile Lake Area
One Mile Lake Area
One Mile Lake Area
One Mile Lake Area

Trail No.
46
47
48
49
50
50a
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
86
87

Trail Name
Let It Go
Stimulus
Mackenzie Basin Loop
Middle Earth
Gravitron
Gravitrout
Owl Connector
Jack the Ripper
Rusty Trombone
Fifty
Back Pains
Shama
Smoke‐A‐Howie
Valley Loop
Pemberton Creek Trail
Pemberton Creek Falls
Naylor's Trail
Log House Trail
Bob's Loop Horse Trail
Green River Horse Loop
One Mile Lake Loop
Sea to Sky Trail
Overhill
Nairn/One Mile
Lumpy's Epic
K2
Tower of Power
Brake‐away
News Flash
Fizzy Pop
Dog Beach
Special K
Pioneer
Pickle Surprise
306
Tour do Soo
Pacific

Trail difficulty
black
black
green
blue
double black
double black
double black
double black
double black
blue
blue
blue
green
green
green
black
green
green
green
green
green
green
blue
blue
black
black
black
blue
blue
blue
black
black
black
blue
double black
blue
black
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REPORT TO

COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE

Date:

September 16, 2014

To:

Sheena Fraser, Acting Chief Administrative Officer

From:

Caroline Lamont, Manager of Development Services

Subject:

Preliminary Signage and Wayfinding Program

PURPOSE
This report provides the Committee of the Whole with a preliminary signage and wayfinding
program for the Village of Pemberton.
BACKGROUND
The Village of Pemberton has many different signs installed primarily on Highway 99 and
Portage Road, directing passer-by’s to various services and businesses. These installations
which are situated within the public right of way include: Ministry of Transportation and Highway
Infrastructure approved signs; Village sponsored signs; and specific business/sandwich board
signs.
In May of 2012, Village staff canvassed the community in an effort to better understand the use
of sandwich board signs in the community. The survey compiled the perspectives of local
businesses, residents, visitors, and pedestrians. In addition, the survey was provided to
accommodation and activity providers located in the SLRD that also promote their businesses
with a sandwich board sign placed on public or private property in the Village of Pemberton. Key
findings of the survey specifically identified that:


54% of respondents have used or are using a sandwich board sign to promote
their business.



58% indicated that the sandwich boards should be permitted on the public street
nearest to the business entrance; 46% at the public main street nearest to the
business entrance; 45% on the public sidewalk directly in front of the business
entrance and 6% on private property.



77% felt that sandwich board signs should be professionally designed and
constructed and/or made by hand provided they are professional and kept clean
and well maintained. A small percentage of respondents are using signs that are
designed and constructed by hand, including stenciling and chalk boards.



68% of survey respondents felt that sandwich board signs should be used during
business operating hours only. A significant percentage (37%) felt that sandwich
board signs should be permitted for use at all hours.



The majority of survey respondents would not opt to promote their business on a
large directory board sign instead of using sandwich board signs. Several
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respondents commented that the best option would be a combination of large
directory board (mass) signs and sandwich board signs.
Unfortunately the staff workload hindered the completion of a strategy and plan that considers
wayfinding and signage. In 2014, staff budgeted $15,000 to contract with a consultant to
undertake the work. In mid-2014, however, staff reviewed the book “Signage and Wayfinding
Design – A Complete Guide to Creating Environmental Graphic Design Systems” which spurred
the recently complete in-house work on the sign plan and strategy. The intent was to do the
planning work by staff, enabling the budgeted funds to be alternatively allocated to detailed
design and construction of the actual signs. The remainder of this report provides a preliminary
signage and wayfinding program for Council’s initial review. It should be recognized that this
program requires additional investigation, consultation and review.
DESCRIPTION
Signage and wayfinding assists in orienting and navigating people to a destination. People find
their way using signs, but wayfinding also creates a unique identity and sense of place. The
signage and wayfinding approach can either reflect visual characteristics in a community or
alternatively create or impose a unique singular identity to help people find their way.
The Village of Pemberton has been involved in wayfinding through the older green directional
signs, to the more recent sign character that has heavy wood timbers and a natural stain
(roundabout, Industrial Park, Village Offices, parks and the Glen).
The Ministry of
Transportation and Infrastructure also has standardized signs. There is also a dominating
culture of sandwich boards in Pemberton along the Highway 99 or Portage Road frontages.
The concern with the current fragmented sign program is that the various signs have created a
cluttered and unattractive appearance which can detract from the appearance of the Village. In
addition, most of the sandwich board signs are not permitted in the current Sign Bylaw. In late
2012, the Village began investigating possible alternatives to sandwich boards – notably
clustered wayfinding signs. This report provides information and analysis for a wayfinding and
signage program, together with a schematic design program.
Scope – This report focuses primarily on the signage and wayfinding needs within the
public right of way on Highway 99 (within 0.5 km of the Portage Road intersection) and
Portage Road (from Highway 99 to Prospect Street).
Right of Way Sign Inventory - The following signs currently existing within the Highway
99 and Portage Road right of ways:
Provincial

Village

Highway 99 (northbound, west of Portage)
Chamber Sign
One Mile SUP
Visitor Centre
gas/hotel/food
Potato Restrictions
sani-dump/airport/golf courses/B&B/trail rides/tours
Farmers Market
Rotary
Esso

Business

sandwich

Provincial

Village

sandwich
Business
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.
.
.
.

Industrial Park
Visitor Information Centre
Sani-dump/Museum
Fire Rating

Highway 99 (southbound, east of Portage)
. Esso
. Farmers Market
. Medical/Police

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

Portage (from Highway 99 to Prospect Street)
Luxury B&Bs
Pemberton Valley Lodge
Pemberton Supermarket
Grimms Deli
MCC Coffee/ Lucia Gelato
Jynx Hair
EV charging
B&B Home Comforts
Local Motion
Coffee/Ice Cream
Pilates
Roundabout Sign
Water Restrictions
Fire Ban
Adventures on Horseback
Grimms
Solfeggio
One Earth
Supermarket
Spud Valley
B&B/Trail Rides/Museum
Log Home B&B
Village Offices, Police, Fire

sandwich

Sandwich
Sandwich
Sandwich
Sandwich
Sandwich
Sandwich

Sandwich
Sandwich
Sandwich

Sandwich
Sandwich
Sandwich
Sandwich
Sandwich

Type and Character - The existing signs within the public road rights of way are a
combination of provincially approved signs (17) , Village wayfinding and information
signs (5) and private businesses signs (18, whereby all but the Rotary sign are sandwich
boards). There are also a few other sandwich boards not noted but do appear during
certain events such as the Farmers Market, berry picking, trap shooting, speedway
races and BMX races. As indicated in the photos provided as an appendix to this report,
the provincial and Village signs have some common character, while the sandwich
boards are individually unique.
Location and Decision Points – The map provided indicates that there are five
primary concentrations of the signs:
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Northbound entrance to Pemberton via Highway 99 – The Ministry of
Transportation and Infrastructure must approve any sign installed along Highway 99.
As a result the majority of the signs are the standard provincial signs. Many of the
signs provide a generic representation of various services ranging from gas stations
and accommodations, tourist attractions, sani-dump, visitor centre, etc. The MoTI
has previously indicated a
concern with the sign
clutter in this location and
has also been fairly
diligent in removing any
unapproved signs (i.e.
sandwich boards). The
intent of these signs is to
provide information in
advance
of
the
intersection as to whether
travellers
should
go
straight or turn (left or
right, at or before the
intersection).
Highway 99 and Portage
Road Intersection – The
result of the enforcement
by MoTI of unapproved
signs leading up to the
Portage intersection, is the installation of several sandwich boards within the right of
way as it leads towards downtown Pemberton. These signs assist in wayfinding
certain businesses, at the main intersection.
Portage Road Frontages – There are several businesses along Portage Road (or
store fronts just beyond) to draw attention to their goods and services. Most of the
businesses along Portage Road have poor frontage and signage exposure to the
street. The sandwich boards provide greater attention to these businesses. The
intent of the signs are for travellers to stop at these businesses before travelling any
farther.
Birch Street (Portage) and Frontier Street Intersection – This area also has a
large concentration of sandwich boards, again because the frontage exposure of the
businesses in the Frontier Plaza are set back and blocked by AG Foods. The
decision is similar to the Portage Frontage sandwich boards, as to bring attention to
certain businesses before the travellers pass by.
Birch Street (Portage) and Prospect Street Intersection – Most of the signs in this
location are wayfinding signs, which direct the traveller’s to points beyond such as
Bed and Breakfasts, community services or other tourist destinations.
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DISCUSSION
Pemberton’s road frontage runs along Highway 99 and Portage Road. For the most part,
services, shops and events are located in close proximity to these thoroughfares. In developing
a coordinated signage and wayfinding program, there are both challenges and opportunities.
The challenges in developing a signage and wayfinding program include:
 MoTI enforces the sign requirements on Highway 99, as well any permanent sign on
the Portage Road right of way will also need their approval as it is also a provincial
road.
 Sandwich boards, although simple and expressive are a challenge during windy days
(blow over), and in the winter. In some cases they can create a negative character, if
they are not maintained.
 Accommodating all businesses with an interest in having Highway 99 or Portage Road
frontage could have negative visual impacts.
 Many businesses were not supportive of directory signs.
 Cost to design, construct, install and maintain a wayfinding and signage program is
well beyond municipal budgets.
The opportunity in developing a signage and wayfinding program include:
 Improve (declutter and focus the messages at) the entry appearance along Highway
99, while also portraying Pemberton’s small town character.
 Replace sandwich board signs with more visible and sturdy signs for local businesses.
 Provide an effective wayfinding strategy and coordinated design for Pemberton
considering public and private services and businesses.
In review of the challenges and opportunities, a hybrid signage and wayfinding program is
recommended which would include the following:


Introduce a standardized wayfinding program that uses symbols for certain services and
businesses. This would replace many of the signs on Highway 99 and at the
Birch/Portage intersection. An example of this would be to have certain icons for
services (where possible to be consistent with provincial icons), such as:
Accommodation
Gas Stations
Museum
Sani Dump
Restaurants/Cafes
Local Government Offices
Public Washrooms
Police
Fire

Industrial Park
Supermarket
B&B’s
Attractions
Airport
Medical Clinic
Community Centre
Downtown
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Introduce a directory sign program, that is consistent with the character of
the wayfinding program that identifies specific businesses. This would be
done by clustering businesses that need a presence in a certain area, for
example in front of AG Foods, the Winchester building and the
Pony/Nursery/Pilates buildings.

This preliminary program is being outlined to Council for initial discussion
purposes only, as the following initiatives will need to be addressed:
 The design, costing and consultation on such a proposal remains
outstanding and needs to be addressed in detail.
 As in the case of the Industrial Park directory sign, there was significant
consultation with local businesses (the businesses paid for the individual signs).
 The wayfinding program should also get input from the Chamber, Tourism
Pemberton and of course the MoTI.
 An internal referral is also required as there would be procedural expenses for the
Village to administer the program and a maintenance and replacement program
by the Public Works staff.
 As well there may be interest in the Village developing a design of the icons and/or
design and building materials of the directory sign to be consistent with existing
municipal programs.
If there was general support for the program, then the most cost effective manner to determine
the costs of the design, construction and installation of the signs would be through a request for
proposals. It would be the intent that the Development Services Department to manage this
initiative in-house.
BUDGET
As already noted, the budget implications of both the signage and wayfinding program could be
significant. The Village has budgeted $ 15,000 with the intent that the funds could go towards
the design and partial construction of either the wayfinding or directory signs. As mentioned
there would also be costs to the Village as far as overseeing the project (RFP), community
outreach, administration of the signs and ongoing maintenance and upkeep.
COMMUNICATIONS
The signage and wayfinding program should be referred to internal and external agencies as
mentioned. A community outreach program should also be implemented to ensure that there is
general support both from affected businesses and the community as a whole.
STRATEGIC PLAN
This initiative is consistent with Economic Vitality and Good Governance.
RECOMMENDATION
THAT Council receive this report for their information and direct staff to consider this project in
the 2015 budget and work program planning.
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Respectfully submitted,
_____________________________
Caroline Lamont
Manager of Development Services

CHIEF ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER

_____________________________
Sheena Fraser,
Acting Chief Administrative Officer
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